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- **ManagedSystemElement** (See Core Model (Managed System Element))
- **ManagedElement** (See Core Model (Overview))
- **Collection**
- **CollectedMSEs**
- **MemberOfCollection**
- **System**
- **LogicalElement** (See Core Model (Managed System Element))
- **EnabledLogicalElement** (See Core Model (Enabled Logical Element))
- **InstanceID**: string (key)

**Key Diagram Elements**
- Inheritance
- Association
- Aggregation
- Aggregation with WEAK reference
- Composition Aggregation
- Equivalent to: 0 .. n
- Experimental Class or Property
- Deprecated Class or Property

**Association**
- Association with WEAK reference

**Aggregation**
- Aggregation with WEAK reference

**Inheritance**
- Composition Aggregation

**Aggregation with WEAK reference**
- Equivalent to: 0 .. n

**Experimental Class or Property**
- Deprecated Class or Property

**Composition Aggregation**
- Equivalents: 0 .. n

**Returned Class or Property**
- Experimental Class or Property
- Deprecated Class or Property

**ConcreteCollection**
- InstanceID : string (key)

**SystemSpecificCollection**
- InstanceID : string (key)

**Collection**
- CollectionID : string

**CollectedMSEs**
- MemberOfCollection

**Hosted Collection**
- Collection

**OrderedMember OfCollection**